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Location is extremely important in filmmaking. Securing a location for filming projects 

plays a critical role in early production of the project. Although a number of companies 

developed online platforms that aim to help filmmakers to find filming locations, none offer a 

platform directly targeted to aid low-budget student filmmakers’ needs and expectations. The 

digital platform outlined is intended to provide an online community for student filmmakers 

where they can share and browse cost effective, available, and convenient locations within their 

campus area. This platform may also foster engagement and mutual support. I analyzed the 

current state of the art in online location scouting platforms to understand the problem space. 

Furthermore, I discovered and identified the specific location scouting needs and expectations of 

student filmmakers, and explored their existing level of trust toward peer-to-peer (P2P) digital 

platforms. The online and mobile platform resulting from this research allows student 

filmmakers to connect directly with local student and resident location owners to access cost 

effective, available, and convenient locations in their area.   
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Location is extremely important in filmmaking. High-budget productions in the U.S. have 

little struggle securing a location. However, low-budget student filmmakers do not have the same 

opportunities. Searching for the site that matches a story is a time-consuming and difficult 

process. This often delays production and limits opportunities to meet school deadlines and 

compete in film festivals, such as Ball State University’s own Frog Baby Film Festival. For low-

budget student filmmakers this process presents problems with time, cost, accessibility, 

availability, and the convenience of the location. 

The traditional location scouting process for student filmmakers starts with a scripted 

story. After completion of the script, the preproduction phase continues with the writer, 

producer or crewmembers — usually a group of friends — start their search for potential 

filming locations. Since there are no digital tools available specifically for student filmmakers 

in college towns, location scouts have no choice but to pursue their search on foot looking for 

sites. This can include knocking on doors or asking family and friends. It can also consist of 

energetically reaching out to people for locations within their area on social media. It is 

common for student and indie filmmakers to change their original script multiple times due to 

the difficulty of finding the right location. Cost, accessibility, availability, and possible 

untrustworthiness of the location host can make this a painful process. 

Most student and independent filmmakers have limited financial and logistical 

resources. Furthermore, their available time competes with class assignment deadlines, 

submission deadlines for competition film festivals, or crew and equipment availability. They 

need a way to access diverse, quick, accessible, friendly, and cost-effective locations within 

their area. 
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There are no online digital platforms directly targeted to assist student filmmakers’ needs. 

However, there are a number of online platforms attempting to increase the efficiency of the 

location scouting process for commercial film and video producers. The most prominent online 

platforms in the U.S. are Wrapal, LocationHub, Film Indiana, and Airbnb. Although these 

platforms exist, they aren’t built in the best interest of student filmmakers throughout the U.S. 

For example, Wrapal only provides services in the high-cost cities of Los Angeles and New York 

City where rental costs are high. Location Hub provides services beyond these cities, however, it 

requires a paid subscription plan for listing locations. It mainly targets professional production 

companies. Film Indiana is a website that showcases the “Indiana state’s assets, resources, and 

locations to local and out-of-state production companies and individuals seeking information and 

assistance with film, television, and commercial production” (Film Indiana, 2019, para. 1). 

Companies like Airbnb primarily serve as an online marketplace and hospitality service for 

people to lease or rent short-term lodging. It is not a filmmaker-specific tool. An effective 

platform for student filmmakers should allow user interaction, and solve their user-specific 

location scouting needs.  

My goal was to design a research-based peer-to-peer (P2P) digital platform to help 

student filmmakers facilitate their search for cost effective and trustworthy locations. The 

SetHive Community, the platform resulting from this research, allows its members to connect 

and communicate directly, to exchange or share information, distribute tasks, or execute 

transactions. The platform targets college towns where it enables student filmmakers to connect 

directly with their local community. Targeting college towns also allows local location owners 

and students (those who are legally allowed to offer their space) to take advantage of vacant 

property, earn extra income, and experience the filmmaking process first-hand. The platform 
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presented in this project covers Muncie, Indiana, and serves primarily Ball State University 

students. This project provides an analysis of the current state of the art of online location 

scouting platforms, seeks to discover and identify specific location scouting needs and 

expectations of student filmmakers, and explores their existing level of trust toward P2P digital 

platforms. 

This creative project followed the iterative process of design thinking to meet its goal: 

empathize, define, ideate, prototype and validate. Design thinking is an effective method for 

creating user-centered solutions to specific problems. Successful companies such as Uber and 

Airbnb, which are digital P2P platforms, use design thinking to scale their businesses globally to 

meet the needs of their customers (Design Thinking at UBER, 2017; Schmiedgen, 2015). This 

project starts with empathy research to discover and understand the target user’s specific needs 

and expectations. Ball State University telecommunications students, members of the Indiana 

Filmmaker’s Network and potential local residents in Muncie, Indiana, were surveyed and 

informally interviewed. The collected data were analyzed using affinity mapping to determine 

the appropriate solution for this project. 
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Chapter Two: Literature review 

This creative project draws from literature in three key areas: The power of web-based 

P2P networked digital communities and culture, the current state of the art of similar location 

sharing services, and defining the design thinking method that was used in the creation if this 

project. I will contextualize online P2P location sharing and examine the three popular state of 

art platforms that are relevant to this project: Wrapal, LocationHub, and Film Indiana. I will then 

examine the five pillars of design thinking and how they overlap. This review provided insight 

for the project development by displaying the paths these companies have taken in designing 

location scouting platforms which lead to better understanding of where they fall short on 

meeting student filmmakers needs and expectations. 

Impact of P2P Community and the Web 

The public sphere, as described by Habermas (1991), has evolved from inhabiting physical spaces 

to being dominated by networked digital community and culture. As digital networks increasingly 

connect individuals who share the same interests through mobile connected devices and wifi 

infrastructure, people now have opportunities for always-on networked connectivity and a presence in 

various online places. According to Mizuko Ito, the networked digital community has empowered 

distributed collective intelligence through the large-scale aggregation of knowledge and culture (Ito, 

2008, p. 12).  Ito notes that “now publics are communicating more and more through complex networks 

that are bottom-up, top-down, as well as side-to-side. Publics can be reactors, (re)makers and 

(re)distributors, engaging in shared culture and knowledge through discourse and social exchange as well 

as through acts of media reception (p. 3). The increasing presence of mobile devices in everyday life 

enables people to snap photos, craft text, and share them simultaneously with the world (p.6). People who 
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share the same interests have the freedom to create a shared virtual space, connect and share information 

with each other from distances.  

Varnelis and Friedberg (2008, p. 21) note that “It is crucial to understand that humans organize 

space in such a way that it is a medium of its own.” In this regard, World of Warcraft (WoW) is a 

massively multiplayer online role-playing game platform, the engagement with which peaked in 2010 at 

12 million dedicated players (Wow Player Count 2015-2023, 2016). The users create avatars for their 

earthly selves that they can design by choosing an appropriate name, clothing, gender, and style, and 

immerse themselves in a massive open virtual space where they can interact with other players. Although 

WoW is a game platform, the players use its virtual space for finding new friends, performing group 

rituals for real-world events with their avatars, and execute transactions by selling virtual items for real 

money (Varnelis & Friedberg, 2008, p. 26). The players organized the virtual networked space in such a 

way that it became a medium of its own.  

Yochai Benkler describes “commons-based peer production” as, “radically decentralized, 

collaborative, and nonproprietary; based on sharing resources and outputs among widely 

distributed, loosely connected individuals who cooperate with each other without relying on 

either market signals or managerial commands” (2006, p. 60). Michael Bauwens suggests that 

decentralized peer-to-peer networks are the “premise of the next civilizational stage … It is a 

form of human network-based organization which rests upon the free participation of equipment 

partners, engaged in the production of common resources, without recourse to monetary 

compensation as key motivating factor, and not organized according to hierarchical methods of 

command and control” (Bauwens, 2005). In this regard, P2P networks enable people to become 

co-creators of value and potential entrepreneurs by allowing them to deal with their own assets 

and manage their own value chain in the digitally networked space (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016, p. 

24) 
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 Growing accessibility to Internet-connected digital tools and networks created new means 

and practices for distributing media and digital content. According to Ito: 

Social networking tools such as MySpace, LiveJournal, and Facebook radically 

expand opportunities for individuals to share media and information directly with others 

in a social context. With sites such as eBay and Amazon, tangible object flows through 

P2P networks, spurring new forms of microenterprises built on secondary market 

exchange. All of these sites also function as a content aggregators that enable niche 

creators and specialized audiences to find one another (2008, p. 8). 

Airbnb, a P2P network accommodation system is a great example to review in regards to how 

the above-mentioned means and practices were used to seize the early advantages of the 

networked public sphere that have monumentally disrupted old economies and practices by 

creating a commons-based content aggregator P2P network community. Oskam and Boswijk  

(2016, p. 23) describe Airbnb as the market leader, surpassing the major hotel chains in a number 

of beds offered and in market valuation. Through the wide adoption of the Internet, where nearly 

everyone can communicate with anyone else, the founders of Airbnb recognized the opportunity 

for a digital network space and created a commission-based web platform in 2007 for room-

sharers and travelers to find lodging for a conference in expensive San Francisco (Guttentag, 

2015). Airbnb users grant each other temporary access to underutilized housing or rooming in 

exchange for money. According to Stern (2010), what set apart Airbnb was “the sharing 

philosophy and the image of a warm and authentic community — as transmitted mainly in video 

testimonials — has been essential to persuade hosts and guests to join the network.” They used 

the power of the P2P network to increase scale through user engagement and community. The 

authenticity of P2P contact and an engaging digital platform enabled economic benefits for hosts 
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and their guests (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016, p. 26-27). Through the use of the power of networks, 

Airbnb disrupted the accommodation industry and is expected to drive down the hotel rates and 

revenues as they continue to increase their housing supply by 2020 (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016, p. 

30). Although the power of the networks played a significant role in Airbnb’s success, it 

wouldn’t be possible without their devotion to delivering a user-centered platform for offering 

the best suiting user experience. Companies such as Airbnb and Uber regularly use design 

thinking in order to design with the user at the center of product development. 

Defining Design Thinking Method 

Design thinking is a human-centered approach to creative problem solving that leads to 

innovation. Its principals are not limited to just physical products, but also to consumer 

experiences, production and interaction processes, and improvements that make existing 

products more appealing or functional (Brown, 2009, p. 19). Design thinking can be used in all 

disciplines and markets. It blends an end-user focus with multidisciplinary team collaboration 

and iterative improvement to produce innovative products, systems, and services (Plattner, 

Meinel, & Leifer, 2011). 

According to Coe Letta Stafford, managing director of IDEO, an award-winning 

international design and consulting firm, design thinking starts with people. She explained that it 

is about putting human need at the center of the design by looking at a problem through empathy 

and collaboration (“What is Design Thinking?”, 2018). Brown (2009 p. 18) illustrates human-

centered design through a Japanese bicycle company. Shimano wanted to find out why only 10 

percent of American adults rode bicycles, even though 90 percent of them had ridden as kids. To 

research the discrepancy, they cooperated with IDEO to analyze consumers’ favorable biking 

experiences as children, their unfavorable associations as adults, and what was needed to align 
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the two perceptions. New bicycle designs — Coasting Cruiser Bikes — emerged from this 

“human-centric exploration” for making biking joyful and fun for adults. The Coasting Cruiser 

Bike design won the Gold Idea Award for Design Excellence awarded by the Industrial 

Designers Society of America and BusinessWeek in 2008 (“Coasting Experience for Shimano,” 

2012). The Coasting bike concept is the product of observation and interaction, rather than 

technological breakthroughs. 

The products created by the end result of the design thinking process are research 

inspired, analytical, creative, and expressive. This is due to its iterative nature and five core 

pillars of innovation that are crucial for development of this project. 

Stages of Design Thinking 

Design thinking process has been characterized as an iterative, exploratory, and 

sometimes-chaotic process (Braha & Reich, 2003). It is commonly visualized as a repeating 

series of five major stages: understanding the user and design space, defining the problem, 

ideating, prototyping, and validating the solution (Plattner et al., 2011). 

Understanding the user (Empathy). 

According to Brown (2009, p. 68), designers invariably get better results in creating 

solutions when client is onboard with the design process and actively participating. Gathering 

insight into how people use things is the major part of defining a problem in design thinking. 

Observational research techniques spot the intuitive and unconscious reactions of people when 

they interact with a product or a space. These techniques help design thinkers to develop 

empathy with their clients’ needs. Empathizing with clients allows design thinkers to overcome 
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seeing them as subjects or consumers. It also helps them experience the same emotion as their 

clients (Brown, 2009, p. 61). 

Defining the problem. 

An essential part of the design thinking process is the definition of a meaningful and 

actionable problem statement synthesized from the empathy research which the design thinker 

will focus on solving (Dam & Siang, 2018). A good understanding of the problem space and a 

good definition of the core problem are significant steps toward the ideation process. 

Ideate the solution. 

The ideation process is when the design thinker generates ideas to solve the problem. He 

or she employs the data collected from previous steps of empathy and defining the problem, then 

analyzes and aggregates the collected data to understand the pain points suffered by the product 

or service’s users (Brown, 2009, p. 111). The ideation process can present many ideas in 

different forms, such as written or sketched notes, ad-hoc digital or physical prototypes, or quick 

improvisational reenactments. The design thinker evaluates all ideas and decides on one or 

several to further develop (Thoring & Müller, 2011). 

Prototyping. 

A prototype is a is a tangible, and often functional, illustration of ideas. Prototypes don’t 

have to be expensive or time-consuming. They can be something very basic, just enough to see if 

something is applicable. Putting little time and effort into prototypes can still generate useful 

feedback from the user and move an idea forward (Brown, 2009, p. 111). According to Brown 

(2009), “Prototyping is always inspirational — not in the sense of a perfected artwork, but just 
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the opposite; because it inspires new ideas” and ways to tackle the problem (p.111). Prototypes 

can be made in various forms and structures, from a digital or physical sketch, a model, a role-

playing concept, or any creative form that helps the design thinker represent an idea or concept. 

Validating the solution. 

Validating the solution helps design thinkers to refine ideas by generating feedback from 

the user. In this step, the design thinker tests the usability and interactivity of the prototype with 

potential users and stakeholders, then analyzes the user feedback to validate or to create new 

ideas for the project (Thoring & Müller, 2011). Although the five major pillars of design 

thinking might seem to be a linear process, it is an iterative process that often repeats phases or 

steps in pursuit of the solution (Plattner et al., 2011).  

Examples from Current State of the Art 

Wrapal. 

Wrapal is a startup company developing an online marketplace to aid filmmakers in 

finding locations. It also allows property owners, both residential and commercial, to make their 

properties available for film and video projects based in Los Angeles, CA and New York, NY. 

Wrapal is co-founded by Brian L. Tan, who is a former film student in University of California 

Los Angeles (UCLA). He recognized the problem of location scouting for independent 

filmmakers and said in an interview, “Every time I worked on a production, whether it was big 

or small, one of the biggest problems we always faced was finding a location” (“That’s a 

Wrapal,” n.d.). Wrapal functions as a three-step process: Filmmakers search the database for a 

location, contact the owner and negotiate, and book the location upon agreement with the owner. 
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According to Wrapal, the database offers nearly two thousand locations solely based in Los 

Angeles and New York.  For locations owners, users start a free account within the platform, list 

their property by adding all the details, and publish to the platform. Wrapal offers an optional 

insurance policy for both user types to cover any possible damage. The website explains that 

their primary customer demographic is people who are making independent films, low-budget 

features, music videos or commercials in Los Angeles and New York with an average listing 

price that starts at $500 (“Wrapal,” 2019). 

Although Wrapal tackles the problem space of location scouting for low-budget 

filmmakers, its listings are limited to two major cities: New York City and Los Angeles. The 

average cost of the locations is expensive for many student filmmakers. Wrapal offers a sense of 

community through the customer reviewing system. However, it does not let users interact with 

each other freely to share ideas and locations. My project aims to create college-town filming 

communities by focusing on cities with free or exceptionally low-priced locations, and fostering 

user-to-user engagement. 

Locations Hub. 

Locations Hub is an online location-scouting platform where location owners create 

listings of their location(s) to lease to filmmakers. It is also a marketplace for stage props, 

antique cars and planes, and other unique and hard-to-find items for filmmakers and 

videographers. Location Hub has two primary target users: location owners who are willing to 

lease their locations and professional location scouts. Although searching for the location is free, 

listing properties requires a subscription payment. The platform offers three different 

subscription-based membership plans that vary from $50 to $690 annually (“LocationsHub,” 

n.d.). Although Locations Hub offers a wide range of filming locations around the world, low-
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budget student filmmakers are not in the primary target user. The locations listed in small cities, 

such as Muncie, Ind., are usually simple listings of public areas. The platform does not foster 

user-to-user engagement. 

 Film Indiana. 

Film Indiana is a website that showcases “the Indiana state’s assets, resources, and 

locations to local and out-of-state production companies and individuals seeking information and 

assistance with film, television, and commercial production” (About Film Indiana, 2018, para.1). 

The website provides a location database based on compelling and unique sites in the state of 

Indiana and presents information about permits and tax incentives. However, it depends on the 

third party database, Locations Hub, to showcase their locations. The users do not have direct 

contact with the location owner. There is no space for user-to-user engagement. Upon selecting a 

location, users need to submit a form within the website and expect a response to move forward. 

Film Indiana also provides information about local film festivals, accomplishments of Indiana 

filmmakers, and casting/crew calls for prospecting local productions. The website’s goal is to 

foster filmmaking in Indiana. It doesn’t serve as a platform for everyday filmmaking. 

Location scouting has challenges. The relevant state of the art for this project 

demonstrates different approaches to make location scouting more efficient for filmmakers. They 

recognize the problem space but target different audiences. Similarly, this project recognizes the 

problem but specifically targets low-budget student filmmakers. The project platform offers 

student filmmakers an online community so that users can get access to convenient, cost-

effective, and accessible locations in their area. Additionally, it allows them to support and 

engage each other through social aggregation, film content and location rating, and a discussion 

forum. 
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Chapter Three: Project Design 

Step 1: Empathy Research 

The SetHive Community was developed following the design thinking method. The first 

step, which is empathy research, included an online survey and conversational informal 

interviews. These explored what methods student filmmakers use to find fitting locations for 

their film and video projects while revealing their needs, expectations, and bottlenecks during the 

location scouting process. The primary research audience for this project was Ball State 

University junior and senior telecommunication majors and members of Indiana Filmmakers 

Network, who were adults 18 or older. This research also provided insight on existing level of 

trust toward Peer-to-Peer (P2P) digital platforms of student filmmakers. The second step was 

defining the problem after analyzing the data gathered from the empathy research. This step 

provided a better understanding of the problem space, and a good comprehension of the core 

problem and user pain points. The third step is ideation. This is where the SetHive Community 

started to form. Persona storyboards and mind maps were created during ideation that provided 

insight to ideate specific solutions to meet pain points of potential users. The fourth step is 

prototyping, which included the process of concretizing the experience to make the solution 

tangible and interactive on an online website platform.  

Participants. 

Participants included adult junior and senior telecommunications majors at Ball State 

University (BSU) and the members of the Indiana Filmmakers Network. BSU contains a large 

population of filmmaking students who take their craft seriously. They have their own student-

led film festival (the Frog Baby Film Festival), a student film project won an Academy Award, 
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and students have won sixty-six regional Emmy Awards. Filmmaking students also have access 

to cuttinging-edge facilities on campus. The Indiana Filmmakers Network is a nonprofit 

organization. Its mission is to connect and empower creatives of all kinds across the State of 

Indiana. 

Forty-one adults participated in the twenty-four-question online Qualtrics survey 

intended to elicit information about their location scouting challenges and trust of P2P systems 

(see Appendix B).  Survey participants were recruited through the Ball State University emailing 

system and through the social media Facebook group of Indiana Filmmakers Network (Appendix 

A). 

Step 2: Defining the Problem Space 

During the defining step the data were analyzed through two key methods: an online 

Qualtrics survey report (Appendix B) and an affinity diagram from the written responses 

(Appendix C). 

Key findings from these methods helped determine the fundamental themes, must-haves 

and common issues that influenced the development of this project in the ideation step while 

defining the problem space.  

Problem Space: student filmmakers lack the resources and budget to secure a location for 

their film and video projects. The process of searching for the right site that matches their story 

often becomes time-consuming and difficult resulting in delaying production and limiting 

opportunity due to cost, accessibility, availability and trustworthiness of the location host. 

Some key findings regarding to locations and P2P trust are listed below: 

1. Locations are big part of the production, as survey responses show: 
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a. “The location is normally the most difficult thing to secure. If I don't take 

into account the time and effort in pre production the whole process could 

be delayed or stopped.” 

b. “These are essential to a film production as a location is a non-changing 

character that must be constant and treated as an actor.” 

c. “A shot list is worthless if you make it first and then find out about 

limitations on location later. So those limitations of the location and its 

availability must be figured out before any other steps can be completed. 

Otherwise you’re going to have to repeat the entire process and waste 

time.” 

d. “With being in college and all, you can't always shoot what you want 

because you are refined to campus or nearby places.” 

e. “For various reasons, like cost, availability, accessibility, pre-visuals, 

safety, etc. it’s also good to have multiple possible backups.” 

f. “Knowing the locations you're working in and the limitations and 

affordances provided by those locations is pivotal to producing film work 

efficiently.” 

g. “It is easier to write or produce towards an existing location without the 

budget to create the location or modify a location to your script.” 

2. A location should relate to the story but also be easy to access. 

a. “I try to look locations that is easy to access & get permissions” 

b. “I ask the people I know when l'm looking for the location sites.” 
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3. Location-related problems can occur during production. Having plan-b locations 

are crucial. 

a. “I don't want to run into problems during my production.” 

b. “I don’t want to find myself unable to film in my desired location.” 

c. “...also we need to see if gear/equipment would work.” 

d. “A location suddenly revoked our access so we had to last-minute secure 

another one and simply took what we could get in order to keep the 

production on schedule.” 

e. “It happens consistently in the independent and professional worlds. 

Budget is typically in a never ending battle with story and things change 

as this relationship progresses through the entire filmmaking process.” 

f. “Budget didn’t allow for original scripted concept, so we rewrote scenes 

off the the cuff, improvised and filmed elsewhere.” 

4. Not enough information is provided about the location site. 

a. “On multiple occasions, the story has had to be changed in minuscule 

increments based on something at the location being different than 

expected. 

b. “Wanted to have a bigger office building with plain walls but location 

ended up having a green wall for one area of it.” 

5. The location is problematically distant. 

a. “Actors not showing up or not being able to shoot somewhere causes you 

to shoot somewhere easier for their schedule sake. 
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b. “Every time. Mostly, actors don't show up, or show up late, or do show up 

on time but have to leave early. This causes issues with the location in 

terms of daylight, time before the business opens again, and other things 

that need to be somehow managed.” 

c. “Every time. Mostly, actors don't show up, or show up late, or do show up 

on time but have to leave early. This causes issues with the location in 

terms of daylight, time before the business opens again, and other things 

that need to be somehow managed.” 

6. P2P platforms are liked because of their community development and direct 

interaction. 

a. “I have only had good experiences on these sites so far.” 

7. A P2P platform must have user reviews. 

a. “I trust if the platforms has good reputation, and reviews are important to 

me” 

8. Some people are hesitant to connect with a stranger through P2P platforms. 

a. “You really have no idea what you will get when using these services. 

Someone may describe a product or location a certain way but there's no 

way to know if they are impartial and truthful until you see for yourself.” 

b. “It is the element of meeting up with complete strangers that makes me 

hesitant at first, and extremely hesitant without a friend joining me.” 

9. Most participants were open to the idea of sharing their own space for other 

student filmmakers. 
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Figure 3.1. The initial affinity diagram illustrating the grouping process of the written 

responses from the Qualtrics survey, Each group was later named with common themes gathered 

from the participant responses. See Appendix C for a color-coded table. 
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Figure 3.2. The initial affinity diagram illustrating the grouping process of the written 

responses from the Qualtrics survey. Each group was later named with PARTICIPANTS 

VOICE, as if the participant was speaking. See Appendix C for a color-coded table. 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Ideate the Solution 

During the ideation step the core concept of the SetHive Community started to form. I 

initially conceptualized the SetHive platform by generating and structuring ideas using persona 
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storyboards (Appendix D) and mind mapping methods. These methods helped me to envision 

potential user scenarios, the general scope of the project and key aspects of the design. This 

project aims to make location scouting a fun experience by fostering engagement between 

student filmmakers and local and campus residents. 

Persona storyboards. 

Based on the key findings from the affinity diagram that pinpointed common themes and 

issues, four major user types and scenarios were created to determine the project scope 

(Appendix D):  

1. A Ball State University student filmmaker who just finished his script and is looking for a 

location in his area to start his production.  

2. A local Muncie, Ind., property owner who wants to take advantage of his vacant property 

located at Ball State campus.  

3. A female Ball State University nursing student who works at a minimum wage part-time 

job and is looking to earn extra income to pay her bills by offering her living room area to 

Ball State student filmmakers.  

4. A Ball State filmmaker who just completed filming at a unique public location in 

Muncie, Ind., and would like to share his experiences with fellow filmmakers at Ball 

State University. He thinks they can benefit from his knowledge. 

These user scenarios represent the anticipated users of the SetHive platform. 

Community mind map. 

One of the key findings from empathy research revealed that student filmmakers look for 

locations that are easy to access and obtain permission from the host, 88% of participants 
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changed a script or storyboards due to problems or limitations on a location. Furthermore, they 

tend to pick locations that are a short distance from campus for their crew members’ convenience 

and mobility. According to the empathy data, a 50% of participants who responded to question 

14 in the online survey (Appendix B) stated that they ask people they know, such as family and 

friends, to find and access these locations while other 50% mentioned they do online or in-person 

scouting. Additionally, it is important to mention that the majority of participants —  91% for 

whole residence,  6% for private bedroom, 95% for common areas in their residence, 73% for 

vehicles, and 87% for other areas at their residence —  indicated that they are somewhat to 

extremely likely to provide their own living space to a fellow student filmmaker for low-cost and 

earn extra income (Appendix B). These findings influenced the design of this project to consider 

the importance of community building on the platform (Figure 3.3). Unlike traditional P2P 

marketplace platforms where users are only able to list or book services and post reviews, the 

SetHive Community offers a fully responsive socially aggregated interface. This allows users to 

have the freedom to engage directly with other registered members on the online platform. 
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Figure 3.3. Community Mind Map. Initial ideation of the community aspect of the 

SetHive Community platform. 

Ideating the name of the platform: SetHive. 

SetHive, the name of the project platform, was derived using an informal voting method. 

Four potential names were ideated: 

1. Sety 

2. SetHive 

3. Locate 

4. CozySet 
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Participants included students from Ball State University’s Emerging Media Design & 

Development program and a sample of adults 18 and older. They were given a brief background 

of the project scope and then asked to vote on a set of provided names. SetHive gathered the 

most votes and was chosen as the brand name of the project platform. It was important to 

determine a brand name that suited the project scope and its purpose. Set, represents the location 

or place where film or video project is produced by a film crew. Hive, represents the collective 

community effort facilitated by the platform.  

 Recruiting members to the platform. 

 The SetHive platform is based initially at Ball State University and surrounding areas. In 

efforts to encourage potential members to join the platform, some marketing strategy will be 

necessary to first attract Ball State student filmmakers as well as local Muncie, Ind., residents. 

1. Social Media Marketing. Considering the wide use of connected mobile devices among 

students, social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat 

could provide a suitable base for recruitment. Graphics, banners, and short videos can 

play a significant role in communicating SetHive’s uses to its target audience. Other 

marketing tools such as Google Ads with its geo-targeting features could help distribute 

the digital marketing messages to location-specific audiences.  

2. Campus and Local Media Channels. Paid and earned media in Ball State student 

publications would also be an important venue for content designed to attract new 

SteHive users. The Ball State Daily News is an on-campus student news organization that 

distributes local news to an audience of students, Muncie residents and Ball State alumni. 

Ball State’s Byte is a media channel that regularly produce news, reviews, features, 

graphics, podcasts, and videos dedicated to provide the best in entertainment and pop 
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culture related content in efforts to help students improve their skills. Ball Bearings is a 

student run magazine and Star Press Muncie is a local news organization that delivers 

local news to the public. All above mentioned media channels are mainly targeted to the 

local Muncie, Ind. and Ball State community as their primary audience. 

3. Live Promotion. Ball State University regularly holds events to engage students of the 

College of Communication, Information, and Media (CCIM). CCIM Super Party is a 

showcase for student-oriented organizations, and through a partnership with a TCOM 

filmmaker’s organization, information about SetHive could be distributed there. Cardinal 

Filmworks is an organization for student filmmakers and enthusiasts. This organization 

could be a strong partner in regards to promoting the SetHive platform. Additionally, the 

annual Frog Baby Film Festival, where chosen student film productions are showcased 

and awarded could provide opportunity to engage potential members from among both 

filmmakers and local film buffs who may want to join as location providers. Asking 

permission from instructors for class visits to Telecommunication classes could also be 

an option. Similar to campus events take place at Ball State, public events in downtown 

Muncie, Ind., such as Soup Crawl, Arts Walk, Muncie Gras, and events hosted by 

Muncie Civic Theatre could be useful venues to promote the SetHive platform to local 

property owners. 

Step 4: Prototyping 

During the prototyping step, the ideas generated from ideation began to concretize within 

the digital space in the form of a mobile-friendly website. This allowed the design solution to be 

visible, tangible, and interactive, enabling potential users to test and provide feedback for 

iteration and validation. Understanding the target users’ location scouting habits and past 
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experiences through a beginner’s eyes helped to determine the general scope of this project. It 

led to identifying the key aspects of the design solution for prototyping.  

The SetHive Community is housed on a website (http://sethivecommunity.com/) that 

consist of five major parts: 

1. A responsive interface, allowing users to register and set-up an account in order to 

search, create, or share content, and to communicate with one another through 

comment or direct message. 

a. A user profile for users to customize their own account while enabling 

them to follow or view other users within the platform. 

b. A “Hive” page that allows platform members to view all other platform 

members within their college area, in list form, and enable them to view 

profiles. 

2. A socially-aggregated feed that provides users  frequently-updated member 

content at the landing page. 

3. Categories and tagging which allows users to post or search specific locations 

tailored to their needs while suggesting related locations to their search. 

4. Reviewing system that enables platform users to share their experience, leave 

testimonials, and write opinions about a location or location host. Although the 

reviewing system is currently limited only to a location listing, future iterations 

would allow users to review each other, send points, and reward good interactions 

with kudos badges. 

5. Gamification system. While location reviews provide testimonials for the rating 

of the location and its host, the gamification system enables platform users — 

http://sethivecommunity.com/
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location providers, location sharers, commentators, and location reviewers — to 

earn points, earn status badges, and rank up through the leaderboards in efforts to 

foster continuous engagement with the platform. It is important to point out that 

the aim of SetHive is not just to be a platform for scouting locations, but to create 

a engaging community amongst student filmmakers where they can also share 

other content such as, film reels, script ideas, and film related graphic designs. 

The following sections provide illustrations of the SetHive Community website design along 

with the purpose of each page on the site. 

Components of SetHive community website. 

The SetHive Community website consists of three main pages accessible through the 

website’s navigation system. After entering the website’s initial, “Landing” page, users can 

explore and view the available locations, starting from most recent posts within their campus 

area (Ball State University, Muncie, Ind.). Users can perform a location search or navigate to 

other pages: “Hive”, “Categories,” and “Badges.” 

Landing Page. 

When users first enter the http://sethivecommunity.com/ website, they are greeted by the 

landing page (Figure 3.4). Anyone can enter the website and view its content. However, in order 

to post content and engage with other users, they need to register to create an account and login 

within the SetHive platform (Figure 3.5). This page operates as the backbone of the platform, 

which enables users to perform the following tasks: 

1. Discover locations by page scrolling, search, or categories, within their campus area 

offered by local or student residents (Figure 3.4). 

http://sethivecommunity.com/
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2. Login or register to the SetHive platform in order to become a contributing active 

member (Figure 3.5). 

3. Navigate through different pages (Figure 3.6): Hive, Categories, and Badges. 

4. Post descriptive image(s), video, or text. The user must be a registered account holder in 

order to post content to the website (Figure 3.7 & 3.8). 

5. View leaderboards and recent, trending, featured or hot locations.  

a. Leaderboards, located in the bottom footer, displays the top five members of the 

SetHive platform who earned the most points by creating a post, commenting on 

other members’ posts, or gaining followers (See Appendix E for pointing 

guideline)(Figure 3.9).  

b. Recent locations represent the most recent location entry by date and time. Recent 

locations are displayed at the landing page and also can be viewed at the bottom 

footer (Figure 3.10). 

c. Trending locations consist of locations that received the most comments, 

reactions (icons), and click views by other members of the SetHive platform. The 

website tracks these data and aggregates the locations under trending locations.  

Trending posts represented by a pink lightning icon and displayed at the slidebar 

located at the top of the landing page (Figure 3.11). 

d. Hot locations, displayed at the bottom footer, consist of locations that received the 

most comments, reactions (icons), click views by other members of the SetHive 

platform, and additionally it contains featured locations. The website tracks these 

data and aggregates the locations under hot locations (Figure 3.12). 
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e. Featured locations are the locations that are chosen by the website administrator. 

Featured locations are represented by a purple rocket icon (Figure 3.12). 

 

Figure 3.4. Landing page where users discover locations within their campus area by 

page scrolling, search, or categories. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Landing page: User Registration or Login.  
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Figure 3.6. Landing page: Site navigation to view other pages: Hive, Categories, and 

Badges.  

 

 

Figure 3.7. Landing page: The plus icon enables the account holder to post content. 
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Figure 3.8. Landing page: Dropdown menu enables the account holder to initiate one of 

the following posts; News, Video, or image(s) related to locations.  

 

 

Figure 3.9.  Landing page:Leaderboards, located at the bottom footer, displays the top 

five members of the SetHive platform who earned the most points by creating a post, 

commenting on other members’ posts, or receiving followers (See Appendix 5).  
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Figure 3.10.  Landing page: Recent locations, located at the bottom footer, represents the 

5 most recent location entry by date and time.  

 

 

Figure 3.11. Landing page: Trending locations slidebar and the trending icon.  
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Figure 3.12. Landing Page: Hot locations, displayed at the bottom footer, consist of five 

locations that received the most comments, reactions (icons), click views by other members of 

the SetHive platform. It contains featured locations marked by the platform administrator. 

Featured locations are represented by a purple rocket icon. 

 

Login/Register. 

Once users have decided to become a member, they can register to the SetHive platform 

through their Google, Facebook, or personal email account (Figure 3.13). Registering to the 

platform enables users to become an active member. Once registered, users can log in to their 

private account (Figure 3.14).  

Active members can manage and customize their account profile, search or post 

locations, reach out and engage with other users through comments or direct message, and earn 

interraction points to earn reward badges and rank-up their user status within the leaderboard. 

Active members can also share locations displayed in the SetHive platform with other users or 

outside non-member peers or friends. 
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Figure 3.13. Registration page: New users can register to the SetHive platform through 

their Google, Facebook, or personal email account. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Login page: Registered users can login to the SetHive platform through 

their username and password. 
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Account management and customization. 

A registered user can access their account management through the landing page where 

they can view their account points, account settings, message inbox, dashboard, and logout 

options (Figure 3.15). 

The account management and customization page enables users to personalize their 

profile (Figure 3.16). Furthermore, it displays the following information about the account holder 

to other members of the platform: 

1) Status points. 

2) Location posts. 

3) Client reviews for locations and location hosts. 

4) Earned reward badges. 

5) My followers and following users. 

6) Account holder’s liked locations. 

7) Direct message contact icon for the account holder. 
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Figure 3.15 The user account management drop-down menu allows users to view their 

account points, account settings, message inbox, follower dashboard, and logout options. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Account management and customization page allow users to personalize 

their account. 

Browsing locations. 

Registered and guest users can explore and view the available locations at the landing 

page starting from most recent location posts. Each location is displayed within a rectangular box 

where users can view the title, cover image of the location, related tags, number of likes, number 

of comments, number of views, date of the post, the profile of the location host, number of 

shares, and the type of post, such as Image (Figure 3.17), video (Figure 3.18), or text. This initial 

information displayed in the box allows the user to notice specific information about the location 

while browsing the platform. 
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Figure 3.17. “Image box where users can view the title, cover image of the location, 

related tags, number of likes, number of comments, number of views, date of the post, the profile 

of the location host, and number of shares. 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Video box where users can view the title, cover image of the location, 

related tags, number of likes, number of comments, number of views, date of the post, the profile 

of the location host, and number of shares. 

 

Viewing locations. 

Upon clicking on a desired location box, the users will find themselves in a follow-up 

page where more detailed information is revealed about the location. In this page users can 

browse through the available images of the location taken from different angles by the location 

host (Figure 3.19). In addition, users can read about distance to the university campus, amenities 
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and features, availability and the profile information on the location host (Figure 3.20). 

Furthermore, they can read or leave comments (Figure 3.21 & 3.22)  and reach out to the 

location host through private message to ask questions or set up an appointment for filming. This 

page also lets active members to share the location post with their friends or peers outside the 

platform in efforts to help their fellow student filmmakers’ location search (Figure 3.23).  

When users scroll to the bottom of this page, suggested locations will appear (Figure 

3.24). The website uses tags and categories from the viewed location and aggregates other 

location posts that contain the same tag or category to suggest related locations for the users. The 

aim of suggested locations is to provide users with more options and decrease the time spent for 

searching for the best filming location.  

In order to send a private message, registered users must click on the host profile (Figure 

3.25), then click on the message icon (Figure 3.26) to reveal a private message box (Figure 3.27).  
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Figure 3.19. Example location where users can browse through the available images of 

the location taken from different angles by the location host.  

 

 

Figure 3.20. Location example: Scrolling down the web page allows users to read about 

the provided information for location, such as distance to the university campus, amenities and 

features, availability and the profile of the location host.  
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Figure 3.21. Location example: Scrolling further down the web page allows users to 

view comments/reviews and reactions and reveal the profile of the location host. 

 

 

Figure 3.22. Location example: Scrolling further down the web page allows users to post 

comments or reactions. 
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Figure 3.23. Location example: Active members can share the location post with their 

friends or peers outside the platform.  

 

Figure 3.24. Location example: Scrolling further down the web page allows users to 

view suggested locations. 
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Figure 3.25. Location example: In order to send a private message, registered users must 

click to the host profile. 
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Figure 3.26. Example of an account holder’s profile: A message icon enables private 

messaging (Figure 3.27). 

 

Figure 3.27. Example of the private message box where registered users can send private 

messages to other members of the SetHive platform. 

 

Hive page. 

The Hive page (Figure 3.28) provides registered users a list view of the other registered 

users in the SetHive platform within their college area (Ball State University, Muncie, Ind.). This 

page allows users to view other contributing members in their community, view their account 

profile, follow their content, and view their locations. In this page, the website lists registered 

users by the number of their location post and popularity. For example, a user who shared the 

most locations and has the most followers will be revealed at the top of the list whereas a user 

who shared the least number of locations and has the least followers will be revealed at the 

bottom. It is important to recognize that a user might not be the host of the locations that he or 
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she shares in the platform. This user can act as a freelance location scout and share multiple 

posted or publicly-accessible locations. He or she can contribute to the SetHive community to 

aid student filmmakers while creating an opportunity to earn extra income. 

 

 

Figure 3.28.  The “Hive” page provides registered users a list view of the other registered 

users within their college area who are on the SetHive platform. 

 

Categories page. 

The Categories page (Figure 3.29) is a fullscreen display of listings, sorted by category. 

The function of categories differ for the two different user types: location host and location 

scout. A user who creates a location post can pick one or multiple categories through which to 

showcase his or her location. A user who is scouting for locations can select multiple categories 

in order to view locations that fall under those groups. In addition, scouting users can also initiate 

a search to access locations in a certain category such as “house,” “living room,” “bedroom,” 
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“common areas,” or “public areas”. The aim of categories is to enable users to efficiently share 

or search for specific locations. 

 

Figure 3.29. The “Categories” page is a fullscreen model of the categories showcasing 

the name of each category for the users. 

 

“Badges” page. 

The “Badges” page (Figure 3.30) provides users with a brief overview of the SetHive 

community reward badging system, as well as the status badge icons and information related to 

each reward badge. The purpose of the reward badging system is to create a sense of 

gamification, as well as the pointing system (See Appendix 5), in efforts to foster continuous 

engagement with the platform.  
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Figure 3.30. The “Badges” page provides users with a brief overview of the SetHive 

community reward badging system, as well as the status badge icons and information related to 

each reward badge. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.31 The SetHive Logo. 
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Chapter Four: Discussion 

SetHive (http://sethivecommunity.com/) is an online peer-to-peer platform that enables 

student filmmakers to search for cost-effective, accessible, available, and trustworthy locations in 

their college campus area, and share them with their peers. Local residents can support this 

artistic process and earn extra cash by offering their spaces as filming locations. This platform 

aims to increase the trust between the platform users by completely eliminating a third-party 

presence. It allows registered users to communicate through reviewing, commenting or direct 

messaging in efforts to establish a trusted shared community. According to findings from the 

online survey, 55% of participants stated that they trust P2P systems whereas 45% stated that 

they only somewhat trust P2P platforms or are skeptical using them. Affinity mapping revealed 

that “an online platform must have user reviews.” A survey participant noted: “It seems difficult 

or even impossible to be a consistent scammer with good ratings and a long line of 

sales/services.” A P2P reviewing system develops trust in open online platforms. Seventy-three 

percent of participants stated that they used services of P2P digital platforms such as Airbnb, 

Uber, Letgo, and Craigslist. Although these large-scale platforms offer different services, they 

have two things in common: a mutual review system of hosts and clients, and direct messaging 

systems.  

In the SetHive platform, registered members can exchange or share information, 

distribute tasks, or execute transactions directly with one another. For student filmmakers, Its 

responsive structure highlights the available locations and categorizes them in efforts to let users 

efficiently share or search for specific locations. The website interface makes it easy and 

efficient for location providers to share a post, add pictures or video, and categorize them under 

certain headings and name tags in order to showcase their location. With the intention of 

http://sethivecommunity.com/
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fostering continuous user engagement, the rewards badging system gamifies the user experience, 

allowing users to earn interraction points and reward badges in order to increase their rank in 

user status on the leaderboards.  

There are multiple ways a contributing registered user can create or engage with location 

posts within the SetHive platform: 

1. A location host can offer their own space for student filmmakers.  

2. If two or more people are living in the same location, each person can offer their private 

areas within their residence, or common areas upon agreement with their roommates. 

Location hosts are not required to offer their entire space. They can offer any part of their 

living area as allowed by law or ownership.  

3. Users determine their own price for their space. However, they are encouraged to keep 

the prices low and reasonable. 

4. A film student can share his or her experience by posting information with images or 

video of a public or private area that they used. 

5. A film student can leave testimonials, reviews, or comments under the location post upon 

completing a filming shoot. 

6. By using the direct messaging system, registered users can contact, set-up appointments, 

and exchange information with one-another. 

 

Although sufficient user testing is needed for validation, the SetHive: Community for 

Student Filmmakers! website creates a unique solution to the project problem space. The 

platform emerged from target user research and analysis of the state of the art. This research 

endeavored to understand by what methods student filmmakers use to find fitting locations for 
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their film and video projects, and revealed their needs, expectations, and bottlenecks during the 

location scouting process.  

The Creative Spark 

The pilot area for this project was Ball State University (BSU) campus and its 

surrounding areas near Muncie, Ind. According to BSU, the university enrolls about 22,000 

students, with more than 17,000 attending on campus and offers about 190 undergraduate majors 

in eight academic colleges (Ball State University, 2019). Most students would like to earn extra 

income in their free time in order to save money, pay rent or bills, buy groceries, school supplies, 

or to increase disposable income. In 2018 BSU’s Frog Baby Film Festival nominated  16  student 

film and video projects (Frog Baby Film Festival, 2018) demonstrating how active the video and 

film community is. BSU students and those from other filmmaking campuses can offer a large 

variety of different locations. The platform may ignite the creative spark of location hosts and 

enable film students to access more options with exceptionally low or no cost for their projects. 

Competition might fuel creativity as hosts could use unique decorations to attract students 

filmmakers to their locations. Some students may become freelance student location scouts in 

their free time and share locations collected from their friends to showcase them in their personal 

SetHive accounts. This could benefit them in two ways: by earning commision while helping 

their friends, and by earning status points within the Sethive platform. SetHive’s interface and 

flexibility gives users the freedom of creativity, deciding how to engage with the platform and 

shape its use by aggregating the wisdom of the crowd. As Varnelis and Freidberg (2008, p. 21) 

note: “It is crucial to understand that humans organize space in such a way that it is a medium of 

its own.” The SetHive platform aims to create a virtual sense of place where open models of P2P 

communication and participation occurs. Unlike being a simple website, the goal of the platform 

https://www.bsu.edu/academics/undergraduatestudy/majors
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is to let the student filmmakers shape content, create a medium of their own, and experience a 

sense of belonging.  

Suggestions for Future Iterations 

Content filtering & moderating. 

Mizuko Ito (2008, p. 9) argues that people find value in filtering, regulating, and 

prioritizing the flow of content in P2P environments because issues can arise due to the openness 

of the platform and free flow of the information. Kraut & Resnick (2012, p.135) describes that in 

open digital communities, internet trolls, who make controversial comments or seek to disrupt 

and sow contention among the members of the online community, are able to cause distrust. 

They negatively affect the community by eliciting emotional reactions from members and can 

create strife within a community. In efforts to avoid Internet trolls and unrelated angry responses, 

messages, posts, or severe disagreements amongst the community members, implementation of 

content filtering and content moderating systems to the free flow of information would be 

beneficial for the SetHive platform. I believe content filtering and moderating systems would 

foster reliance and safety for the members and increase trustworthiness of the platform.  

Testing & iteration. 

Even though the SetHive platform demonstrated functionality and interest from users by 

engaging in informal conversations and showcasing, testing for validation and iteration must be 

completed with more potential users. The importance of validation and user feedback should not 

be underestimated. The users can provide valuable feedback on usability, overall design, 
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reflections on the current performance, and suggestions for future iterations. Testing will expand 

the capabilities and reach of the platform, making it a truly user-centered design solution. 

P2P transactions for location renting. 

The current SetHive transaction system is inspired by platforms such as Facebook 

Marketplace and Letgo, where users communicate with each other and execute transactions, via 

cash, check, or digital money transfer, upon in-person meeting in exchange of goods or services. 

Although this system seems to successfully work for these platforms, I am not sure if this is the 

best transaction system for SetHive users. As Oskam & Boswijk (2016, p. 28) describes, “trust is 

an important concern for Internet transactions in general, and more so if the transaction entails 

admitting strangers to one’s private environment.”Airbnb avoids a direct negotiation and 

establishes trust by offering credit card payment and pricing tools within their platform (Oskam 

& Boswijk, 2016, p. 26-27). In order to understand which system would work better for the 

SetHive platform, further empathy research focused on transaction system is needed. 

Liabilities and agreements. 

Important considerations regarding legal complexities that need to be addressed before 

the launch of SetHive: 

1. A landlord permission agreement for users wishing to post a space they rent as a 

location. This may also include a possible agreement for profit sharing between 

landlord and tenant for locations not offered free of charge. 

2. A finalized end user agreement that not only sets forth limits and expectations on user 

behavior on the platform, but also that leaves SetHive, its owners and developers as 

immune from liability for any problems that arise from the use of the platform. These 
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may include events that happen during filming, such as damage, theft, crime, injury, 

loss of filming time due to an unresponsive or problematic location host, fines or 

eviction for posting a location without the property owner’s written permission, and 

other possibilities. 

Most students are renters of their residence. In order to legally post their living space as a 

location on an online platform, they are required to get permission from the landlord. To ease 

this issue, SetHive could provide legally vetted draft permission and profit-sharing agreements 

for user convenience. As with any similar service, SetHive will require acceptance of a detailed 

end user agreement that would not only set out expected behaviors and limits un users, but also 

protect SetHive and its owners and developers from liability in the event of criminal or costly 

behavior stemming from the platform’s use. These situations may include damage, theft, and 

violent crime, loss of filming time due to an uncooperative or unresponsive location host, fine or 

eviction due to posting a location without owner permission, copyright and identity 

appropriation, and other inappropriate actions by both filmmakers and hosts. 

New categories & features.  

 The interactive features, look, feel, and overall experience can be improved with more 

time, a designated budget, and a team of skilled designers and software engineers. My skill set 

lacked advanced software coding skills, thus I had to leave out the following features for future 

iterations: 

1. Enhanced review system: SetHive’s reviewing system is currently limited only to a 

location listing. The users are able to review locations and location hosts by posting their 

experience within the listing. However, a more advanced and secured review system 

would allow users to review, send points and reward kudos badges to each other upon a 
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transaction or agreement. This enhanced system would use an algorithm to aggregate the 

cumulative ratings and will automatically rate the trustworthiness of the location host or 

the student filmmaker. Successful P2P service companies such as Uber, Ebay and Airbnb 

uses mutual review systems of hosts and clients in order to build trust among users. 

2. Adding new categories: Crew and Cast. Although SetHive’s goal is to enhance student 

filmmakers’ location scouting processes and create a community for filmmakers, the 

platform can also help them find crew and cast members for their project. For example, 

Ball State Telecommunication (TCOM) students can offer their help for production 

within the SetHive platform and Ball State Theatre school students can offer their help 

for casting. These categories could benefit student filmmakers to easily scout for actors. 

3. Adding a location cart. Many empathy research participants mentioned that they list 

potential locations in the process of initial location scouting. In addition, these 

participants noted that they try to secure a plan B location in case of problems with their 

initial location to avoid a production delay. Adding a location cart feature could help 

student filmmakers select and list the potential locations in which they are interested 

within the platform. Then they can view their cart to review location for the second time 

and eliminate the ones that are not relevant to their project. 

4. College-specific communities. Currently SetHive is based at Ball State University and its 

surrounding area. However, the SetHive platform will continue to grow and develop in 

hopes of becoming a digital tool to aid student filmmakers and student communities 

nationwide. The introduction of the SetHive platform to other colleges has the potential 

to evolve the location scouting process for thousands of student filmmakers, making the 

experience fun, cost-effective, accessible, available, and trustworthy. The nationwide 
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growth of this platform could result in increased numbers of student films in the low-

budget independent film industry. Furthermore, it could provide a source of extra income 

for thousands of students while increasing opportunity for student filmmakers, digital 

production students (crew), student writers, and theatre students (cast) to gain experience 

and expand their portfolio in student production before they move into the job market. 

By expanding the capabilities and applications of the SetHive platform, this 

project has the potential to become not only a tool for filling the need of convenient 

location scouting, but to transform the whole student filming medium into an open source 

community where students help each other grow and strive together to progress forward 

in filmmaking. 
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Appendix A 

Participant Recruitment Email Script: 

My name is Atilla Akyuz, I am a graduate student in Emerging Media Design and Development 

program. I am conducting a research study about location scouting challenges of digital content 

producers and trust on peer-to-peer systems.  I am sending this survey to ask if you would like to 

take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete this survey. 

 

If you take part in any digital production work (such as film, videography, photography, script 

writing) please click the following link to complete the survey: 

https://bsu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_2g9fU1hz0oVoxEN 

 

 

Participation is voluntary, and all responses are anonymous (no information will be collected that 

can identify you). The survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete.  At the end of 

the survey, it will ask for your email in the event I may conduct follow-up interviews or focus 

groups. Thank you for your help. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Atilla Akyuz 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 

Affinity Diagram: 
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Appendix D 

Storyboards: 
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Appendix E 

Leaderboards: Point Guidelines: 
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Appendix F 

Argument/Counter Argument Considerations: 

Argument: 

 

I assert that a college town based peer-to-peer location scouting platform will help independent 

filmmakers to find convenient locations for their production while providing extra income for the 

location owners and student occupants.  

 

Counter Arguments: 

 

● Why should I continue to use this platform, if I can make direct contact with the location 

owner? 

● Why would college town location owners would like to list their property? ---- Liability, 

renters agreement... 

● How do I know if it is safe? 

● Accountability?  

● Contracts, public permissions…?` 

 


